EUIPO
VIRTUAL VISITS
The EUIPO Virtual Visits – What is it?

The EUIPO is glad to announce the launching of its new initiative Virtual Visits to the PES University Members. Your students (but also your professors, colleagues, researchers etc.) will have the chance to learn about the EUIPO and have a first “touch” with the Office before their actual application for the PES Programme.

A general annual calendar during the year has been created starting in Q4 2021 where the PES Universities could apply for a “virtual visit” of the EUIPO, in most of the cases prior to the PES application period.

The virtual visit will include information about the EUIPO in general and its practices, its different departments, general information about the PES Programme, profiles needed and related tasks, as well as the application and selection process, on-boarding programme and training plan.

We believe that these visits could be of great interest for your students to have a first image of the EUIPO and its initiatives but also for the ones interested in applying for a traineeship at the EUIPO through the PES Programme, to receive practical information about it.

Practical information

- The online tool to be used is Microsoft Teams.
- Kindly note that as there are limitations in the number of participants through MS Teams.
- You need to indicate 2 preferred dates of the Q4 2021 available dates so that we can allocate you in the adequate one in case of too many participants.
- Kindly mention the exact number of your participants during the EUIPO Virtual Visit.
- Please mention the type and status of each participant (e.g. graduate/master students, professors, researchers etc.).
- You may address to us any other information/request you may have related to the EUIPO Virtual Visits.

If your University wishes to participate

Please express your interest by registering your data in the following link.

The time and duration of the relevant virtual visit will be from 10h30 to 12h00 CET through MS Teams:

- 10h30 – 10h45: Information about the EUIPO
- 10h45 – 11h00: Information about the Academy
- 11h00 – 11h40: PES Programme and its initiatives
- 11h40 – 12h00: Q&A Session

The possible dates for your University to participate in the relevant EUIPO Virtual Visit in Q4 2021 are the following ones:

- Wednesday 13 October
- Wednesday 03 November
- Wednesday 17 November
- Wednesday 01 December

The Virtual Visits initiative will be continued in Q1 2022 (January, February and beginning of March) with 4 additional visits just before the end of the application period for the PES Programme.

In case your University cannot participate in the sessions in Q4 2021, you are going to receive another email at a later stage with the options for 2022.

Please do not hesitate to contact us in our email: Pan_European_Seal@euipo.europa.eu